In this paper, we describe a single system image (SSI) architecture for distributed systems. The SSI architecture is constructed through three components: single process space (SPS), process migration, and dynamic load balancing. These components attempt to share all available resources in the cluster among all executing processes, so that the distributed system operates like a single node with much more computing power. To this end, we first resolve broken pipe problems and bind errors on server socket in process migration. Second, we realize SPS based on block process identifier (PID) allocation. Finally, we design and implement a dynamic load balancing scheme. The dynamic load balancing scheme exploits our novel metric, effective tasks, to effectively distribute jobs to a large distributed system. The experimental results show that these three components present scalability, new functionality, and performance improvement in distributed systems.
Introduction
Single System Image (SSI) enables a clusters of PCs or workstations to be used as a single computing unit in an efficient and scalable manner [1] . Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a SSI architecture for high-performance distributed systems, consisting of three major components: single process space, process migration, and dynamic load balancing. These components not only improve their own performance and functionality, but they also implicitly cooperate to create a synergy effect at the SSI architecture.
SSI illusion can be realized by a provision of an Single Process Space (SPS). To do this, SPS is built with the support of cluster-wide unique PIDs, signal forwarding, and remote execution. For the cluster-wide unique PIDs, we employ a new design of SPS based on a block PID allocation. The block PID allocation breaks up the entire PID space into blocks and assignes the PID blocks to client nodes. Therefore, the communication overhead requirements for a new PID allocation is significantly reduced. In addition to the SPS, we implement process migration and dynamic load balancing. With the spreading use of network interconnection, the process should maintain the network connection even during migration. However, previous researches have rarely supported work connection [2] . Even if a scheme supports process migration, it only migrated processes which operate on client sockets [10] . The reason why previous researches did not offer server socket migration is that there are significant problem with bind errors on socket reconstruction and broken pipe problems. Therefore, to overcome these limitations, we make use of two key mechanisms: TCP port inheritance and communication channel clearing by zero window advertisement. Lastly, we have developed a new load metric called effective tasks for efficient load balancing. This metric improves the complex task of job scheduling, and it does not require large task history for resource usage.
Related Works
Process migration researches include CRAK [3] , Epckpt [2] , MOSIX [7] , and OpenSSI [8] . They provide migration by redirecting location dependent operations such as system calls and socket connections. However, this location redirection degrades system performance, fault resilience, and system reliability. Previous load balancing studies show that knowledge of the application characteristics is useful to improve the performance of job scheduling [14] . Many researches have been studied on estimation of job resource requirement. For improving distributed job scheduling decisions, the priori knowledge of resource usage or some characteristics of individual applications can be used [21] . We classify the existing techniques into two categories: user specified estimation [15] and history based estimation [16] , [17] . The user specified estimation is used for job scheduler to estimate the initial behavior of a job resource usage. The history based runtime estimation is based on idea that tasks with similar characteristics generally have similar runtimes. However, the estimation is not always reliable enough to make a correct decision.
Design and Implementation of SSI Architecture for Distributed Systems

Process Migration of Networked Applications
With the increasing deployment of distributed systems and mobile computing, the interest for process migration is again on the rise. The process migration is the act of transferring a process between two machines during its execution. There are two most challenging and difficult issues. On process migration, the major problem with a socket is the messages in transit. Simply checkpointing the process state, regardless of the network state, results in an inconsistent application state after restoration. Moreover, broken pipe problems happen when the sender writes a packet, even though the receiver process had been interrupted and the socket was closed, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In order to resolve this problem without capturing network state, we make use of communication channel clearing before migration. Clearing communication channel is achieved by zero window advertisement. The zero window advertisement (ZWA) interrupts the data transmission by adjusting the window of sender process to 0 as in Fig. 1(b) . Since the ZWA is a network level approach, the peer application can try to write data continuously without knowing that the send window is closed. Thus, we suspend the application process right after the ZWA. As a result, at the moment of process migration, we can guarantee that there are no transit data on the communication channel. Using this clearing communication channel, the socket of the process is migrated as follows:
1. The socket as sender It is quite simple to move the socket of a migrated process when it acts as a sender. The socket does not merely write data. That is, it is just do the migration without any special preprocessing such as zero window advertisement and application process suspending.
The socket as receiver
When the socket of a migrated process is the receiver, as in Fig. 1(b) , the receiver advertises a zero window to the sender. Even if advertising zero window during the migration, there is no problem with receiving a packet in transit. 3. The socket as both sender and receiver This is the typical case on distributed systems in which processes communicate by sending and receiving data. In this case, we take the approach of both 1 and 2 on each node. Thus, it interrupts data sending of corresponding nodes by zero window advertisement.
The distributed system is composed of a collection of processes. A process can be viewed as consisting of a sequence of events. In the process, we don't need to know the elapsed time between two events. But, we have to know the order of two events. Thus, we assume that the events of a process form a sequence, where A occurs before B in this sequence if A happens before B. This is the definition of the "happened before" relation. The relationship is given with an arrow: →. The happens before relation is a transitive relation, so if a → b and b → c, then a → c. Figure 2 shows the message exchange for the process migration. In the message exchange procedure, we put some constraints on the order of messages. The constraints must be fulfilled to guarantee successful process migration as follows:
1. The event that node A advertises its window size as zero must happen before the event that a corresponding process on node B suspends its execution with SIGSTOP. This is because E A1 → E B1 and E B1 → E B3 , from which, by transitivity property above, it also follows that E A1 → E B3 . 2. The event that node A transfers the saved process image to node C happens before the event which resumes the suspended process on node B. This is be-
, and E B5 → E B6 , therefore E A4 → E B6 by transitivity. 3. It makes no difference which of the two nodes suspends the process first since there are no packets in transmit between the processes of node A and node B by zero window advertisement. Hence, the order of E A3 and E B3 does not matter. 4. The event which resumes the suspended process on node B has nothing to do with the event which resumes the transferred process image on node C. This is be- Fig. 2 Sequence of events during socket migration.
cause any process does not send data by zero window advertisement. Hence, the order of E B6 and E C4 does not matter. 5. There is also no relevance to the order of zero window advertisement. Though its socket is freezed by zero window advertisement, node A can receive data from the corresponding sender node B and vice versa. Therefore, the order of E A1 and E B2 does not matter.
Binding Errors on Socket Reconstruction
If a process operating on server has a listener socket and an incoming connection request has been arrived from a client, the server creates a child socket and accepts the request. Previous research did not offer server socket migration because of a serious bind error problem on socket reconstruction. The Linux kernel makes use of a hashtable, as in Fig. 3 , to facilitate maintenance and lookups of socket objects. The information of source and destination of a socket object are used as the hash key. For a binding and listening socket, the source port is used as the hash key. For a connected socket, a tuple of saddr, sports, daddr, and dport are used to create the hash key. When socket binding request comes to kernel, the hash function tcp bhashfn transforms the hash key into a hashbucket address in the hashtable tcp bhash. If the socket information is identical to an already binded socket (in the event of this is the same source port being used by both a listening and child socket), then a bind error occurs. This is because they get the same hashbucket address from the hash function. In order to resolve this problem, we make use of TCP port inheritance to reuse the same source port from the parent socket. Thus, more than two socket objects are chained on the same hashbucket and shares the same port. In Fig. 3 , both parent and child sockets use the same source port of 8,000. In order to reconstruct a socket during migration, the parent socket must be created first and enter the TCP LISTEN state. Then the child socket is created and inherits the parent's port. The child socket gets the address of the tb->owner stored in prev of the parent socket. Then it saves the address of the parent socket in the bind next field. Therefore, it is possible for an established child socket object to put itself into the hashtable structure without binding Fig. 3 The difference between TCP port binding and TCP port inhertance.
operation.
Contribution of Our Migration Approach
Freeze-TCP [18] is end-to-end protocol to improve TCP over wireless link by letting the sender enter "persist mode" prior to a disconnection. TCP-R [19] is a connection migration scheme that maintains active TCP connections during handoff by updating end-to-end address pairs. Freeze-TCP and TCP-R are developed to enhance the TCP performance by allowing a connection to be stopped and restarted before and after a handoff, respectively. Thus, both of them are "connection" migration protocols that support frequent disconnections during handoff, resulting in fewer packet losses. The Freeze-TCP uses the zero window advertisement (ZWA). Our scheme also includes the ZWA like the Freeze-TCP. However, in our work, ZWA is used as just one of ways to implement clearing communication channel. Most of the previous works in the process migration were using the ready message (RM) [20] to clear communication channel or not supported process migration with active socket connection. However, in order to use the RM, the source code of applications has to be changed and recompiled. In this work, the ZWA is used for the same purpose of the RM. Exploiting ZWA to process migration is especially good for a program of which there is no source code available such as a commercial applications. Since the ZWA scheme is transparent to an application, our scheme with the ZWA does not require any modification of the application program. Moreover, our scheme with the ZWA provides not only the TCP handoff but also the migration of process itself, while the Freeze-TCP and the TCP-R provide only the connection migration. The process migration needs to save the image of process, file descriptors, shared libraries, and IPC information in addition to the TCP handoff. Thus, in this work, ZWA is used for only a part of implementation of the TCP handoff.
In addition, the Freeze-TCP and the TCP-R do not consider the socket reconstruction procedure after migration. They cannot solve the socket binding problem which can happen frequently during the migration. However, our scheme provides solution to the bind error problem on socket reconstruction. This is the first attempt to migrate connection when the same port is being used by both a listening and child socket. This bind error problem occurs frequently on migrating server applications that have a listener socket and an incoming connection request from a client.
Single Process Space
Single Process Space (SPS) allows all the processes in the cluster to share an uniform process identification scheme. For the scalablity and flexiblity in generating cluster-wide unique PIDs, we introduce a new PID allocation scheme, called block PID allocation. In the block PID allocation scheme, the entire PID space is seperated into blocks. The PID blocks are assigned to slave nodes on demand. When a node sends a request for a PID, the pool manager replies to the incoming request with a PID block, not an individual PID. The node receiving this reply can fork some processes within its block size without getting permission for using some other PID. The node need not check whether the new PID is globally unique at every process fork time. Even in the master-slave architecture, the block PID allocation lightens the heavy burden of master nodes. Moreover, this offers the ultimate flexiblity in that a node which wants to use more PIDs can get more PID blocks.
Slave nodes get an initial PID block on system bootup. If slave nodes use up all allocated PIDs, then they get another PID block from the master node. This is the original concept of block PID allocation. In addition, we enhance the block PID allocation for reducing allocation overhead. From system startup, every node gets disjoint PID ranged from an entire PID space. So, the nodes freely use the globally unique PID in their preallocated range. Thereafter, the PID space adjustment occurs in block fashion only when the available PIDs of a node are exhausted or a new slave node participates in SPS. This enhanced scheme shows better scalable performance since it need not send PID block request/reply messages as long as PID block redistribution or new node participation. Figure 4 gives the overview of a PID look-up with each step of the process labeled by step ①, ②, and ③. The process begins by sending a look-up request to the master daemon (step ①). The daemon looks up the requested PID in the block allocation table from StartPID (step ②). The entry contains the PID block start number, the node number, and the block usage. By this information, we can find on which block and node the requested PID is. Moreover, we can know how much the block is utilized (step ③). The block usage bitmap represents the block usage information. One bit in the bitmap corresponds to one PID. This prevents the starvation problem by collecting underutilized PID blocks.
Dynamic Load Balancing
Dynamic load balancing systems are classified into initial job placement and process migration. The initial job placement traces the best node which meets the task requirements. The process migration transfers tasks from an ex- cessively loaded node to another node when a load imbalance occurs [4] . We can improve the performance if the initial job placement system enhances resource utilization in terms of not only system-wide, but also each node [10] . To do this, the initial job placement system should have prior knowledge of which resource the job needs for. Then, the initial job placement is able to make heterogeneous jobs get together into a node. For this purpose, many studies have been conducted on estimation of job resource requirement. However, the estimation-based approaches are likely to incur mistakes since the resource usage is limited to the information provided by estimation. Furthermore, the incorrect estimation can severely affect the execution time due to the worst-case job assignment. Therefore, we propose a novel method that prevents efficiency degression in the initial job placement by eliminating estimated information.
The Concept of Effective Tasks
The effective tasks is the number of tasks that actually affect system performance. Overlapping the execution of CPU bound and I/O bound jobs is closely related to the system performance. It helps to improve resource utilization. In previous load balancing studies, there are insufficient considerations on overlapping. We define the number of effective tasks (NoET) as a load metric that reflects both system load and resource utilization. Figure 5 illustrates the difference between the number of tasks and the number of effective tasks. In this figure, the CPU bound job is represented by the solid black and the I/O bound job is shown with diagonal black and white strips. There are five running jobs: three CPU bound jobs and two I/O bound jobs. As the number of tasks, system load is 5. However, according to effective tasks, the system load is 3+ . Actually, there is no significant difference in execution time when CPU bound and I/O bound jobs run alone or run together. However, the resource utilization of the latter has been much improved. The effective tasks considers both the number of running jobs and the resource utilization. Therefore, it reflects the system load better than the traditional method. Even though we lack such prior knowledge in the initial stage, we can avoid inappropriate placement if only we adopt the effective tasks as a load metric. By this way, our scheme certainly avoid the significant performance degradation. This is the biggest advantage of effective tasks.
Calculation of the Effective Tasks
From the system boot-up, the number of effective tasks is calculated at every point of time when an epoch ends. The epoch is a division of time or a period of time [5] . In a single epoch, every process has a specified time quantum. This is the maximum CPU time that the process can use during the current epoch. The epoch ends when all runnable processes have used all of their quantums. After a new epoch starts, and all processes obtain a new quantum. Table 1 shows the functions and the symbols used for calculation of the effective tasks. In order to account for calculation of the number of effective tasks, we first introduce the concept of the I/O to CPU ratio. The I/O to CPU ratio is a ratio of the average CPU time consumed by an I/O bound job to the average CPU time consumed by a CPU bound job. The reason why the I/O time consumed by CPU bound jobs is nearly equal to zero is because CPU bound jobs have many long CPU burst and infrequent I/O waiting cycles. On the other hand, I/O bound jobs have many short CPU burst and frequent I/O waiting cycles. This is because I/O bound jobs still need CPU control to process the I/O request and associated reply.
IO to CPU ratio
If the I/O to CPU ratio is larger than 0.5 (a fixed threshold), the I/O bound job comparatively consumes a large amount of CPU resource. If not, the I/O bound job only uses a small amount of CPU resource. Overlapping the I/O bound job and the CPU bound job rarely improves the system performance in case of a large I/O to CPU ratio. In this case, we do not have to calculate the number of effective tasks. Instead, we just use the number of tasks as the number of effective tasks.
I f IO to CPU ratio ≥ 0.5 then (2) Number o f E f f ective Tasks = number o f tasks
On the other hand, when the I/O to CPU ratio is smaller than 0.5, the overlapping effect is quite high. The area that has a larger number of processes of identical type becomes more influential to the system performance. In other words, when CPU bound jobs outnumber I/O bound jobs, the system load is mainly determined by the CPU time, which is consumed by the executing jobs in an epoch, as shown in Eq. (3).
• NoET (When CPU jobs ≥ I/O jobs) 
When the number of I/O bound jobs is larger than the number of CPU bound jobs, the number of effective tasks is derived by dividing the sum of all consumed CPU times of the entire tasks by the averaged consumed CPU time as shown in Eq. (4).
• NoET (When CPU jobs < I/O jobs) ( 4 )
In particular, when I/O bound jobs outnumber CPU bound jobs, the I/O time used by CPU bound jobs is nearly zero. In this case, we can obtain the number of effective tasks simply by counting the number of I/O bound jobs.
Experimental Results
Performance of Single Process Space
We carried out performance test for SPS with Lmbench [14] application. Lmbench is a micro benchmark suite designed to focus attention on the basic building blocks of many common system applications. The applications are a subset of the Lmbench micro benchmark suite. Some of the Lmbench applications were not chosen because they measure a system's ability to transfer data between processor, cache, and memory. They do not have much relevance with the SPS performance. The applications used in this test are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 Lmbench applications and descriptions.
Appl Description fork+/bin/sh process with a long life time, which forks and waits for child to run /bin/sh fork+exit process having a short life time, which forks and waits for child processes which call exit() immediately semaphore IPC shared memory segment holding an integer is created and removed pmake parallel compile with multiple processes active at one time signal signal handling by installing a signal handler and then repeatedly sending itself the signal pipe creating a pair of pipes, forking a child process, and passing a word back and forth Figure 6 shows the normalized execution time of running Lmbench micro benchmark. In this graph, ORIGI-NAL repesents the values obtained when pure block PID allocation is used. While, ENHANCED represents the values obtained when block PID allocation is used with initial PID space partitioning. The figure indicates that the ENHANCED outperforms the ORIGINAL by up to 7.1%. Moreover, the figure shows that Bproc [6] , [13] has poor performance in fork+sbin/sh and pmake. This is because, in fork intensive applications, each slave should get permission to use an unique PID from a master at every fork time. The ENHANCED, ORIGINAL, and Bproc shows almost the same performance in semaphor, signal, and pipe. These results demonstrate that our SPS implementation is more scalable than Bproc especially in fork-intensive applications.
Measurement of Overhead for Process Migration with
Open Network Connection
To measure the cost of process migration, we performed checkpointing and restarting a process which repetitively exchanges 'ping-pong' messages. Figure 7 shows the socket migration overhead. In this figure, the File represents the overhead to save the process' file descriptors, and the Others represents the remaining time consumed by other tasks such as initializing global variables and running a loop in control logic. According to the figure, the vast majority of time is spent doing memory dump. In Fig. 7 , the y-axis does not start from 0 so that readers can easily see the difference. The time to save and restore socket structure takes only 0.7% of checkpoint time and 1.1% of restart time, respectively. This implies that the overhead due to socket structure migration is almost negligible when compared with time to take the basic process checkpointing and restarting. The zero window advertisement stops transmission for a limited period of time, resulting in decreased TCP throughput. Thus, we need to evaluate the effect of advertising zero window on TCP throughput. Figure 8 represents the expected amount of blocked data as a function of the window size. In Fig. 8 , the blocked data size on the y-axis is obtained by multiplying the TCP sending rate by the blocking time due to the migration (Tm). The send rate of a TCP packet can be approximated by window size (in bytes) divided by round trip time (RTT) [21] . The average blocking time is about 7 ms, 8 ms, and 9 ms, which are derived from the experimental result of migration overhead. And, we assume the RTT is 100 ms and the window size is changing from 1 KB up to 64 KB. As you can see in this figure, when the window size is lower than 32 KB, the totally blocked data size is lower than 3 KB. If the packet size is 1 KB, less than 3 packets are blocked. Therefore, we can infer that the TCP throughput is not be seriously degraded if the migration blocking time is reasonably small.
Overall System Performance
We conducted a trace-driven simulation with MOSIX and a history based estimation approach. For the evaluation, we used a job execution log collected by the Cornell Theory Center (CTC) during the period July 1996 through May 1997 [11] .
ORIGINAL uses the number of effective tasks to avoid performance degradation. Even when job is not executed before, the concept of effective tasks can be used. Moreover, ENHANCED proposes runtime measurement so that process migration prevents the dynamic load balancing from imbalanced resource usage when some jobs vary between CPU-bound and I/O-bound categories. An incoming job is surely placed on the most preferable node as long as the system correctly estimates the resource usage of the job. In this case, the historical estimation approach results in better performance than ours. However, our system significantly reduced the performance gap through runtime measurements and process migration. Especially, our approach properly deals with many long-running jobs suffering from the load imbalance. This appropriate handling of long-running jobs significantly improves system performance, as shown in Fig. 9 . MOSIX is designed to respond to load average variation among the nodes by processes migration. The load average implies the weighted average of number of jobs and it does not contain the job resource usage. So, an arrival of new job in MOSIX may cause the system to be load imbalance at initial stage. This is because MOSIX does not exploit initial job placement. Moreover, MOSIX has big drawbacks in process migration due to the strong residual dependency for I/O bound and network bound processes. Consequently, our ORIGINAL and ENHANCED approach perform better than MOSIX. In Table 3 , ORIGINAL repesents the values obtained when dynamic load balancing system exploits the effective tasks as a load metric. While, ENHANCED represents the values obtained when ORIGINAL is used with process migration. As we can see in this table, our dynamic load balancing improves system performance of 14.15% to estimation based and 8.95% to MOSIX.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new single image architecture for distributed systems. The block PID allocation lightens the burden of the master nodes for PID allocation. Our process migration provides solutions for the two major problems. The broken pipe problems are solved by zero window advertisement. The bind errors during socket reconstruction are resolved by TCP port inheritance. This is a highly transparent approach, in that it did not introduce additional messages for channel clearing and did not make any modification to the TCP protocol stack. In addition, we proposed a novel load metric, effective tasks. Using the effective tasks, load balancing is able to work without priori knowledge of job resource usage. Thus, it prevents the system from suffering performance degradation due to the wrong estimation. Lastly, the load balancing approach requires very small overhead to the kernel, while it gives a 14.15% improvement compared with history-based approach.
